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Abstract

Through a series of controlled experiments in volunteers,

quantitative aspects of infection, illness, and immunity to ECHO-II

virus were studied. ECHO-II is a transmissable viral infection in man

and equally infectious for the upper respiratory and the intestinal

tracts. The rate of infection was directly related to the dose of

virus exposure, but any infectious dose of virus produced illness in
,

only about one-thtrd of the infected subjects. The infectious dose

for man .varied over a billion-fold range. Larger challenge doses

caused no difference in the local symptoms at the portal of entry or

in the peak severity of illness, but symptoms were more diverse and

prolonged after a higher dose. Persons with orphan infections became

just as heavily infected as ill persons.

In respiratory secretions from natural infection, the titer of

infectious virus was found to bewout 102 TCIDso/ml. At this level,·

up to 40 per cent of exposed contacts could be infected per mI. of

secretion. The observed rate of spread was 24 per cent. This low

dose inoculum caused illness in 12 per cent of volunteers but failed

to elicit a significant antibody response in 93 per cent or immunity

to reinfection and another illness upon rechallenge~ Larger doses of

virus produced a longer excretion of virus and a significant increase

in serum neutralizing antibody. Nasal antibody was infrequently found.

The principal effect of antibody was to decrease virus excretion and

shorten illness; it reduced the rate but did not prevent infection. .,
I

Attempts to produce an asymptomatic enteric infection which would

induce immunity failed.

The characteristics of respiratory transmission with·mild disease,

recurrent infection, and illness without a detectable antibody response



or solid immunity to reinfection, satisfy the epidemiologic conditions

to establish ECHO-II virus as one of the causes of the common cold.
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Materials and Methods

With the development of tissue culture techniques, many viruses

were recovered from the enteric tract of healthy individuals. (1,2)

rheir relation to human illness was unknown, and they failed to produce

disease in common laboratory animals. In 1955, this group of viruses

was designated enteric cytopathogenic human orphan or ECHO viruses. (3)

The prototype ECHO-11 virus was isolated in 1954 from a rectal

specimen of a healthy child. (1) SubsequentlY, infection with ECHO-11

virus has been found in cases of aseptic meningitis, (4,5,6) exanthem

(7), acute gastroenteritis (8,9), and acute respiratory disease (10,11).

In studies of acute respiratory ~isease in a day nursery in Sweden,

Philipson isolated seven strains of the U (Uppsa1a) virus from cases

of non-diphtheritic croup. This agent was later'shown to be antigeni-

cally related to the ECHO-11 prototype virus. (12) The U virus was

successfully transmitted to human volunteers in two series of studies

performed by Philipson in Uppsa1a, Sweden and by Buckland ~ a1 in

Salisbury, England. (13,14)
The present investigations were initiated because of the recovery

of ECHO-11 virus from the nasal secretions of adults with common colds.

In a series of controlled experiments i~ volunteers, quantitative

aspects of infection, illness, and immunity were studied. The results

establish the capability of ECHO-11 virus as an etiologic agent of

respiratory illness and showed that the virus had the properties of

transmissabi1ity, infectivity, virulence, and antigenicity characteristic

of the epidemiology of common colds.

ECHO-11 ~irus was recovered on either primary rhesus monkey

kidney or diploid human embryo fibroblast (WI-38) tissue cultures, from
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the nasal secretions of three adults with naturally acquired, typical'

common colds, These secretions were collected voluntarily as part of

a surveillance program for .acute respiratory diseases. The nasal

secretions from two subjects (NS 243 and NS 248) were diluted 1:5 with

Earle's balanced salt solution (EBSS), homogenized, passed through a

Millipore filter, and stored at -70°C. The isolated viruses were

propagated through ten passages in African green monkey kidney cell
.'cultures in serum-free medium. The harvests of virus from the tenth

tissue culture passage (NS 243 MKIO and NS 248 MKlO) were titered and

stored at -70°C. A portion of the harvest of NS 243 MKIO was diluted

1:2 with non-fat milk, lyophilized, mixed with lactose, and distributed

into double thickness gelatin capsules for oral administration. The

titer of virus in the capsule was determined on a suspension of the

powder from one capsule in 1.0 mI. of EBSS. The various challenge

materials and their infectivity titers in rhesus monkey kidney cells

are given in Table I. For convenience in description, the nasal

secretion and the dilute tissue culture harvest given as nose drops

and the lyophilized harvest given orally were considered a low dosage

challenge; the high titered tissue culture harvest was considered a

high dose challenge •. All materials adminis tered to'volunteers were

safety-tested to exclude the presence of other detectable micro-

organisms. (15)

One-hundred and twenty-seven volunteers were selected from the
I I
I '
Istudent and employee population of the University of Illinois College

of Medicine and affiliated institutions. All were young adults in good

general health, who denied symptoms of acute respiratory disease during

the preceding two weeks. The studies were of ten weeks' duration,



1,2,4,7, and 10 after challenge. An impartial observer interviewed
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during which the volunteers continued their usual daily activities but

reported to the Infectious Diseases Undt, at appointed times for the

recording of symptoms, the receiving of challenge materials, and the

collection of specimens. Challenge materials were administered at the

beginning of the first and seventh weeks of study, according to the

schedule shown in Table II. At the beginning of the first week, all

volunteers were given 0.4 mI. of challenge material as nose drops and

also ingested a gelatin capsule. At the beginning of the seventh week,

volunteers were given only the 0.4 mI. intranasal challenge. Oral

temperatures were taken and recorded on the day of challenge and days

each volunteer on the above days. Eight sym~toms of acute respiratory

disease--headache, sneezing, chilliness, nasal discharge, nasal

obstruction, sore throat, cough, malaise--were recorded as to their

presence and severity on each day. The criteria for identifying the

development of a cold in a volunteer and the reasons for their adoption
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have been'given in detail in another publication. (16)

Nasal washings were collected prior to each ,challenge and on days

1,2,4,7, and 10 post-challenge for virus isolation studies. Eight mI.

of Earle's balanced salt solution were introduced into the nares with

the head hyperextended; the head was rotated for 10 seconds, and the

fluid drained into a sterile petri dish. Rectal swabs were collected

on days 4,7, and 10 post-challenge, the fecal material dispersed in

5 mI. of Solution 199 with 2 per cent serum albumin and antibiotics,

centrifuged at 3500 rpm for twenty minutes, and the supernate us.ed

for virus isolation. Blood and urine specimens for virus isolation

were collected from twelve volunteers on days 0,1,2,3, and 4.
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Within six hours after collection, 0.2 mI. of all specimens were

inoculated into each of three tubes containing a monolayer of rhesus

monkey kidney cells and 0.9 mI. of Solution 199 with antibiotics. Each

set of tubes was observed for cytopathic effect through at least two

tissue culture passages of 10-14 days·each., Positive harvests 'were

identified by neutralization with specific antisera.
Blood specimens for serologic studies were collected on days 0,14,

42,56, and 70. The serum titer of neutralizing antibody against

10-100 T~ID50 of the homologous strain'of ECHO-II virus was determined

for all sera utilizing the microtiter technique with secondary rhesus

monkey kidney cells.
-..

Results

Infectivity of ECHO-II virus in Volunteers
Volunteers were challenged with doses of ECHO-II virus varying

from'102 to 106 i~fectious doses for fifty per cen~ of green monkey

kidney tissue culture· tubes (TCID5D). The virus was given by either

the nasal or oral route. Infection was determined by recovery of the

challenge virus from the nasal washings and/or rectal swabs collected

during the ten days after the challenge. As shown in Figure 1,

infectivity was directly related to the dose of virus given and

approached a linear function of the logarithm of the dose. This

permitted estimation of the dose-related slope of infectivity of ECHO-II

virus for man, the observed HuID50 and calculation ~f the theoretical

minimal infectious dose. By either the respiratory or enteric route,
),the HuID50 was 10,000 monkey kidney TCID50. Following a high dose

intranasal challenge (106 TCID50) all subjects became infected. By

extrapolation, the minimal infectious dose for man was less than 1/1000

of one TCID50' In the nasal secretion of donors with a naturally



(16%) who were given a placebo challenge (saline), and were cohorts
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acquired ECHO-II virus infection, the titer of virus was 102 TCID50.
Nasal discharges during infection, .therefore, contained about 100,000

minimal infectious doses of virus for man per mI. The transmission

of infection by natural means was demonstrated in 4 of 24 volunteers

of experimentally infected volunteers.

If the virus was introduced into the respiratory tract, the

greater focus of infection was there. As noted in Table III, after a

low dose nasal challenge (102-103), the percentage of volunteers shedding

virus from the nose was approximately three times as great as .the number

shedding rectal virus. Introduction of virus into the enteric tract by

oral capsule resulted in equal infection of the gastrointestinal and

respiratory tracts.' The route of infection of the respiratory tract

is unknown. Although double thickness gelatin capsules were used, the

virus was not enteric-coated and may have become suspended in the

gastric contents and regurgitated. Viremia was not demonstrated in

twelve subjects from whom blood and urine were collected on days 1 to

4 post-challenge and inoculated directly onto tissue culture. All

volunteers given high titer virus by the nasal route shed virus from

both the:respiratory and enteric tracts.

Common Colds relative to the DoseJof Virus Challenge.

Challenge with ECHO-ll virus characteristically induced a mild,

afebrile upper respiratory illness with constitutional symptoms.

(Figure 2) The incubation period after challenge was short, 24-48 hours.

The earliest symptoms were nasal obstruction, post-nasal discharge,

and headache. After 48 hours, rhinorrhea began and was accompanied by

pharyngitis and lower respiratory symptoms if they were going to occur,

and by the abrupt development of malaise with chilliness. These
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infected, ill persons had an oral temperature elevation above 99°F; in
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symptoms rapidly reached their peak severity on the third or fourth

day following ,the challenge. By the fifth day, there was beginning

remission of all symptoms. Fo; the lower respiratory and constitutional

symptoms, the remission was progressive with decline to near normal

of the local nasal complaints which rose to a new peak of severity on

after one week. For the upper respiratory symptoms, the improvement

about the fifth day was brief and followed immediately by an exacerbation

"the seventh day, before a gradual and progressive decline in symptoms

occurred. There were no gastrointestinal symptoms that could be

related to the enteric infections. A few people had occasional loose

stools, but the same was found among uninfected controls. Four of 36

two of them, (1..6%of all infected persons) it was 101° and 102°F.

Whether the infection was initiated with a large or small challenge

dose 'of virus made no difference to the symptoms at the portal of

infection, i.e. upper respiratory symptoms, except for the rate of

recovery. (Figure 2) It had considerable effect on lower respiratory

were few or no symptoms of lower respiratory infection. Also the c ,

and constitutional symptoms. If the infecting dose was small, there

constitutional symptoms had a later and lower peak which occurred at

the time of maximal nasal symptoms. A large challenge inoculum caused

earlier constitutional symptoms and pharyngitis, laryngitis, and cough

which were almost entirely absent when the inoculum ~as small.

In Figure 3, the two parallel lines shOW the relation of the

incidences of infection and of illness. As shown by the ratios in the
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center boxes, only one-third of infected persons became ill,.and the

illness. to infection ratio was essentially constant regardless of the

dose of virus. Therefore, virulence was not affected by dose, although
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the proportion of persons infected was. Volunteers given the original

nasal secretion had almost the same illness to infection ratio as

those given the tenth tissue culture passage of virus. This almost

constant ratio indicates that no demonstrable attenuation of the

virus occurred as a result of ten passages in monkey kidney tissue

cultures.
The relation of the severity of respiratory illness to the dose

of ECHO-II virus given in the challenge is shown in Figure 4. The

mean symptom score for the group of ill volunteers on the day of most

severe illness is illustrated by the bars. They are of comparable

height (severity) for the three challenge groups given different doses

of v~rus. The circles connected by the line show the mean total

symptom score for the ten day period after each of three levels of

virus challenge. There was a direct linear increase in the sum of

symptoms for 10 days which was proportional to the dose of virus given.

A larger amount of virus in the challenge dose, therefore, affected

the time"and duration of symptoms without altering the peak severity

of the disease.

Antibody, Infection, and Illness
Among 98 volunteers tested for antibody against ECHO-II virus

prior to challenge, 33 had a titer of 1:10; in 15 of them, it was

1:20 or greater. The effect of prechallenge serum neutralizing

antibody on the prevention or limitation of infection is shown in

Table IV. A serum titer of 1:10 had no demonstrable effect and is

tabulated with the no antibody group. Ten persons who were recha11enged

after they developed antibody induced by experimental"rechal1enge with

the same virus also are noted.
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When a low challenge dose of virus was given, an antibody titer

of 1:.20or more reduced the percentage of infected volunteers from

43 per cent to 29 per cent or by one-third. The extent of virus

shedding, as measured by the percentage of specimens containing virus,

was reduced about one-half from 22 to 12 per cent. The·proportion of

volunteers with illness was not reduced by serum antibody and occurred . I

in 12 and 14 per cent of the volunteers in the two groups, respectively •.
"The severity of the illnesses, however, was ameliorated by serum

antibody as shown by the lower mean symptom score in persons with a

higher antibody titer.
If a high dose challenge was given, only an antibody titer of 20

or more, which had been recent~y. induced by a prior direct challenge

with a similar high dose of virus, reduced the number of volunteers

infected. The percentage of specimens containing virus was diminished

40 per cent by naturally acquired antibody and 80 per cent by antibody

induced by recent challeng~. The rate of illness was less and symptoms

were clearly ameliorated only among the latter volunteers. Thus, the

prime effect of serum neutralizing antibody was to curtail the extent

of virus shedding. It reduced somewhat the number of persons infected

and had the least ef£ect on the prevention of illness in infected

persons, although symptoms were reduced.

Tests for neutralizing antibody in the nasal washings were made

in ten subjects who received successive challenges with a,high dose of

virus. The protein content of the concentrated washings was 2.5-3.0

challenge. The presence of nasal antibody reduced the frequency of

mg/ml (about 1/25 that of serum). Antibody was found in one person

before. challenge and three after the first but before the second

virus isolation from nasal washings by 40 per cent from the results in

xt-:f<l°l
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in 12 per cent, elicited a serologic rise in only 7 per cent of those
I
I
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comparable subjects without nasal antibody •. The reduction, however,

was not ~s~great.as that observed on rechallenge, even when no nasal

antibody was demonstrated. Nasal antibody, therefore, appeared to be

an adjunct rather than the principal factor affecting susceptibility to

ECHO-II virus infection and the duration of virus shedding.

Serologic Response to Infection

Although the low challenge dose produced infection and'illness
of them

:in 8 persons, none/had an increase in serum neutralizing antibody.

(Top group, Table V) Only 2 of 30 persons infected by a low dose with

or without illness had a rise in serum antibody. Thus, a dose of virus

,that was infectious for 43 per cent of subjects and caused illness

infected. The high challenge dose of virus which when given for the

first time infected everyone resulted in a much higher level of virus

shedding and induced an antibody response in 90 per cent of the subjects

regardless of illness. A rise in serum antibody, therefore, was

related to the amount of virus which initiated the infection or perhaps

the resulting greater amount and duration of virus shedding. It

related poorly to whether or not the person was infected and/or became ill.

Immunity 'to RechaIIenge

To test the immunizing effect of prior respiratory and intestinal

infection, volunteers from each of the challenge groups were rechallenged

with the high dose of virus six weeks after the original challenge.

The effects of a preceding challenge with different doses of ECHO-II

tract infections occurred'in all of the subjects except one-half of

virus are shown in relation to the results of rechaIIenge in the

bottom four groups of Table V. Both respiratory and gastrointestinal

those previously given a high dose challenge with the same virus.

fjXEf 0
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The group that had infection of the respiratory tract with both the

low and the high challenge doses were persons who appeared unusually

susceptible to illness as well as to infection •.,.Upon rechallenge,

48 per cent of them became ill. Their cohorts who were not infected

by the first challenge with a low dose of virus but only by the high

dose challenge became ill at a lower rate--2l per cent; the rate among

volunteers who received the high dose of virus as the initial challenge

was 31 per cent. The differences are appreciable but not statistically

significant. A partial explanation for the relative resistance of

the one group was the role of prechallenge serum antibody. Only 2 of

30 subjects who became infected with both challenges had any detectable

antibody titer, whereas measurable antibody was present before the

first challenge in 8 of 40 who resisted infection with the low dose.

The number who developed antibody from the first low dose infection

was too few to determine any change in the antibody effect upon

r echa l.Lenge ,

Persons who became ill did not shed more virus (virus in more

specimens) than their cohorts who were infected but not ill. In fact,

the trend is consistently the opposite. l~us, persons with orphan infections

were not just lightly infected, but they appeared to have greater

tolerance of' the virus without illness. However, with regard to'

illness upon rechallenge, it made no difference whether or not the

first infection had been an orphan or symptomatic infection.

Among 3 persons who had previously had an enteric but not a

respiratory infection after the low dose of virus, all of 9 stool

specimens collected after rechallenge contained virus. Among persons

with prior respiratory infection from a high dose challenge, rechallenged

with a high dose of virus, there was a 50 per cent reduction in

- -- -.---- -....--~._-------~---- -----------_. ----- p---- ----- ---- -~- ---~ -_ - -_.- - --- ~ --
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the frequency of infection with no illness, and a marked reduction in

the amount of virus shedding by those who became infected. Prior

infection with a low dose of virus, therefore, was not protective

against reinfection, even when it caused illness; whereas a high dose

first challenge prevented illness and reduced infection after rechallenge.

This is in concordance with the failure of the low dose infection to

cause a rise in serum antibody titer even when it caused respiratory

disease.
Among 38 volunteers who received the first of two serotypic

variants of ECHO-II virus (NS 243) as an initial challenge, one-half of

them were rechallenged with the same strain, and one-half were given

the serotypic variant (NS 248). The response of the two groups to

rechallenge was the same as measured by frequency of infection,

illness evaluated by mean daily and mean total symptom scores, virus

shedding, and by antibody response. Thus, no effect of the immunologic

difference between those two strains of ECHO-II virus was demonstrable

in volunteers experimentally infected with a large dose of virus.

Sypptomatic Response Following Rechallenge

Prior infection even with a low dose of virus which did not

prevent reinfection and illness had some ameliorating effect on the

second infection. In Figure 5, it can be seen that when the mean daily
-'

symptom score for each group is plotted, prior challenge with a low

dose of virus caused a decrease in severity of illness and shortened

the duration of the symptoms. Prior infection initiated by a high

dose of virus completely eliminated the symptoms of infection relative

to the placebo group.

,1
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Discussion

ECHO viruses and rhinoviruses are closely related agents. Both

belong to the group of picornaviruses; they have RNA type nucleic acid,

are small (36-50m~), and are insensitive to ether. The two classes of

viruses are similar in nearly all biological properties, except that

rhinoviruses are acid labile. Although rhinovi~uses are the principal

cause of common colds in adults (17,18), they do not infect the

gastrointestinal tract, pres,umably'because they fail to pass the stomach

in a viable state. ECHO viruses are prevalent in the intestine as orphan

infections, but they have been isolated from adults and children with

acute respiratory illnesses relatively infrequently. (11,19)

Rhinoviruses have been successfully transmitted to volunteers and

acute respiratory illness readily induced. (20,21,22,23) In surveillance

studies, some ECHO viruses have been clearly implica~ed as etiologic

agents of acute respiratory illnesses. (13) Also; controlled investi-

gations in ,volunteers challenged with ECHO-II or ECHO-20 virus have

demonstrated the capacity of these agents to produce respiratory

illness. '(14,24) The investigations reported here were done to further

explore the potential of ECHO-II virus as a. cause of respiratory

tract infection. By controlling the virus dose, time, and route of

administration, it was possible to elucidate the characteristics of

,infection. The use of ECHo-11 virus from adults with naturally

acquired colds permitted demonstration of the low virulence of these

virus strains but the lack of further attenuation after several tissue

culture passages. The high titer of virus harvested from tissue

cultures made it possible t~ achieve infection of all volunteers and

thereby study the quantitative relationships of the challenge dose to

infection, illness, serologic response, and immunity. The acid stability

"
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of the ECHO-ll virus also offered the chance to study whether selective

asymptomatic (orphan) bowel infectio~if it could be accomplished,

would induce 'immunity to reinfection of the respiratory tract with ECHO

and possibly enteric-coated rhinoviruses as a means of live virus

vaccination as has been done with adenoviruses. (25)

Among the factors related to the frequency of respiratory infection

is the question of the susceptibility of the respiratory epithelium

relative to the bowel. The observation that oral capsules which

released virus into the stomach or intestine caused as much infection

of the respiratory tract as of the bowel suggests that the respiratory

.tract is equally or more susceptible. The relative infrequency of

isolation of ECHO-ll virus from persons with respiratory illness is,

therefore, probably a reflection of the larger proportion of orphan

infections compared to infections with rhinoviruses.

The infectivity rate of volunteers was directly related to the

concentration of virus administered. An infectious dose for man was

estimated to be from 1/1000 to 106 TCID50 or over a range of one billion-

fold in the amount of virus. Because nasal secretions in naturally

acquired infections contained only about 100 TC1D50 and 1000 were

required to infect 50 per cent of persons, the circumstances do not

permit ECHO-ll virus to be a highly epidemic respiratory infection in
,'.

the general population, although it can be in groups of susceptible

children. (6,8,9,10) Couch ~~ estimated the HuID50 of another

respiratory virus, Coxsackie A21 after passage in tissue culture and
administered in a small particle (0.2 to 3.0~) aerosol. (26) He

found it to be only 30 TCID50 of virus. Estimates for influenza virus,
Adenovirus type 4, and rubella virus, all of which cause epidemic

respiratory disease, suggest an HuID50 lower than that observed for
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ECHO-11 virus. The implication is that the slope of infectivity in

relation to the amount of virus shed in the respiratory secretions is·

one determinant in whether or not a virus causes epidemic respiratory

disease. With ECHO-11 virus, only about one-sixth of contacts became

infected, which is the number expected from exposure to 0.1 m1. of

nasal secretion. Among those who were infected experimentally, less

than one-third were ill. This degree of contagion and disease is

compatible with clinical experience with the common cold and also

explains why ECHO-11 virus has a minor but definite role among the

causes of the common cold.

Although the rate of infection of volunteers was a direct function

of dose, the number of infected persons who became ill remained

relatively constant' and independent of the challenge dose. The time

of most complaints and the character of the syndrome were the features

most affected by the size of the infecting dose of virus~ In our

early, limited experience with Reovirus type 1, only volunteers in whom.

the infection was initiated with a high concentration of virus

(105-6 TCID50) experienced clinical illness. (27) There may .be a

certain similarity rather than a contradiction in these results, however,

in that illnesses res~lting from infections with a high dose of virus

caused more diverse symptoms which occurred earlier and were more

protract ed than with a lower dose. In the case of Reovirus type 1

infection, the symptoms following a -low dose challenge were too brief

to classify the person ill. If this is a general ~rincip1e, it seems

worthy of emphasis. The peak severity of disease is less related to

the size of the infecting dose of a respiratory virus than are the

symptomatology and duration of illness.



can occur without a demonstrated serologic response. Unfortunately,
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In several of the clinical disease states that have been etiolo-

gically related by isolation of ECHO-II virus, serologic response

could not be demonstrated. (8,13) A similar experience has been

described in cases of acute respiratory disease with rhinovirus

infections. (28,29,30) Our observations establish that under experi-

mental conditions, infection and illness resulting from ECHO-II virus

\'

these persons were susceptible to reinfection and illness upon

rechallenge with the same virus. This explains what has been another

puzzling aspect of the common cold.
The development of neutralizing serum antibody was related to the

amount of challenge virus and/or the extent and duration of virus

(102) elicited a significant increase in serum antibody 'in only 7 per cent

shedding and not to the presence or absence of illness. The amount of

virus likely to be acquired in the natural transmission of infection

of infected persons. Therefore, the use of serology for determining the "

incidence or documenting the specific etiology of ECHO-II virus

infections would considerably underestimate its frequency. In the

serologic surveillance, 30 per cent of young adults had some detectable

antibody. Thus natu~al infection must be prevalent~ It is conceivable

that a similar dose-response relation exists with other'ECHO and

rhinovirus infections and provides one explanation for the observed in-

frequent serologic responses and for the susceptibility of persons to

reinfection. It also substantiates the rationale for active immunization

xnw
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with'larger amounts of virus for the most prevalent and most severe

picornavirus infections.'
If present, both serum and nasal neutralizing antibody decreased

the rate of infection. Especially, they curtailed virus shedding, and

illness was shortened as if a lower challenge dose of virus had been
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given. The number of infected persons in whom illness was prevented,

I
I·

however, was not great. The failure of serum neutralizing antibody

to prevent illness has been most notably observed in parainfluenza

and RS virus infections. (31) This lack of protection has been

explained, at least in part, by the absence of antibody in nasal

secretions which is of different origin and immunoglobulin type than

that in serum. Nasal antibody correlated well with the prevention

of infection and illness with parainfluenza virus. (32,33) In our

subjects, nasal antibody against ECHO-II virus was not very frequent

even after infection had been produced •. Another expLana t.i.on for the

lac~ of protection provided by prechallenge serum neutralizing

antibody is the possible heterologous nature of such antibody. There

have been previous reports of antigenic variation. among strains of

viruses typed as ECHO-II. (7,12,34) In the studies reported here,

it was possible to use two respiratory strains of ECHO-II virus with

subtle immunoserologic differences. No clinical difference was shown.

Volunteers who had antibody induced by recent infection with the

homologous virus, however, had absolute protection from illness,

although one-half of them became reinfected.

Because the preparation of virus used to initiate enteric

infection also infected the respiratory tract, it was not possible

to test the possibility of producing immunity against respiratory

illness by selective loc~l asymptomatic bOwel infection. If so,

the dose would have to be large, and at present, the method appears

to be an unlikely one for effective immunization with live rhinovirus

vaccines.
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TABLE I

CHALLENGE MATERIALS

SOURCE DILUTION VOLUME ROUTE DOSE TCID50*

Low Dosage

Nasal Secretion 1:5 0.4 mI. Nose drops 102

Tissue Culture (MK)
Passage 10 1:1000 0.4 mI. Nose drops 103

Tissue CuI ture (MK) (Lyophilized)
Passage 10 1:2 1.0 ml , Oral capsule 104

High Dosage

Tissue Culture (MK)
106Passage 10 1:5 0.4 m1. Nose drops

>'<ECHO-llvirus titer in monkey kidney tissue culture
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TABLE II

CHALLENGE SCHEDULE

CHAI.LENGE RECHALLENGE -(6 WEEKS)
No. Nose Draus Oral Cansule No. Nose Drons

Vols. Ma teria 1 I Virus"" Material I Virus Vo1s. Haterial, Virus, Dose
Dose Dose

39 NS 243 102 Lactose 0 38 -
11 MKTC10 103 Lactose 0 9

10 i:-1KTClO 106 Lactose 0 10 HKTC10 106

20 Saline 0 Dried
104

15
MKTClO

10 Saline 0 Lactose 0 10

5 Saline 0 Lactose 0 5 Saline 0
------ ---------------------------------- ------ ------~---------~----

Non-participants 6 Saline 0

Non-participants 12 MKTCIO 106

*ECHO-l1 v~rus t~ter ~n monkey k~dney t~ssue culture
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TABLE III

SHEDDING OF ECHO-ll VIRUS RELATIVE
TO THE PORTAL OF ENTRY

Route I pose I Vols.
No.

VIRUS RECOVERYCHALLENGE
Nose 1 Rectum

No. %1 No. %

Nasal Low 45 17 38 6 13

Oral Low 20 6 30 6 30

Nasal High 32 32 100 32 100



TABLE IV

EFFECT OF PR.ECHALLENGE SERUM NEUTRALIZING
ANTIBODY ON INFECTION AND ILLNESS

III.Antibody* No. INFECTED %-_,0£ ~roup_
Titer Vols. % of % of Vols. Symptom

Vols. Specs. Score
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TABLE V

EFFECT OF CHALLENGE ON RECHALLENGE WITH ECHO-II VIRUS

Virus Recoverv Antibody
Challenge Result of No. % Nasal I Rectal Rise

(Des e-Seauenc e) Rechallenge** Pos/Total % Pos/Total % No. %

Initial Infected III 8 12 8/39 20 1/24 ' 5 0 0
(Low Dose) Infected Non-Ill 22 31 23/110 21 17/66 26 2 9

Uninfected 40 57 0 0

Initial Infected III 10 31 29/50 58 18/30 60 8 80
(High Dose) Infected Non-Ill 22 69 77/110 70 53/66 80 22 100

Uninfected 0 0

Rechallenge* Infected III 10 48 24/50 48 16/29 55 8 80
Infected Infected Non-Ill 11 52 38/55 69 21/33 63 10 91
Resp. Tr. Uninfected 0 0

Rechallenge* Infected III 0 0
Infected Infected Non-Ill 3 100 12/15 80 9/9 100 3 100
GI Only Uninfected 0 0

Rechallenge* Infected III 8 21 25/40 63 21/24 88 6 75
Uninfected Infected Non-Ill 30 79 98/150 65 73/90 81 25 84

Uninfected 0 0

Rechallenge Infected III 0 0
High--High Infected Non-Ill 5 50 6/25 24 3/15 20 0 0
Infected Uninfected 5 50

*Initial Low Dose **A1l High Dose
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Legends

Figure 1.

Infectivity of ECHO-II virus in volunteers.

Figure 2.

Syndrome of ECHO-II virus respiratory infection in adults (Effect of

the challenge dose).

Figure 3. <I'

Frequency of common colds relative to the dose of ECHO-II virus.

Figure 4.

Severity of respiratory illness relative to the dose of ECHO-II virus.

Figure 5.

Mean daily symptom score following rechallenge.
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SYNDROME OF ECRO-ll VIRUS RESPIRATORY INFECTION IN ADULTS
(EFFECT OF THE CHAllENGE DOSE)
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Lower Respiratory Symptoms
(sore tnoat, laryngitis, cough)
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Consitutional Symptoms
(head ache, malaise, chilliness, fever)
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